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THE ORIGIN OF THE I'L.1,1T

1)	 Thc initiation of a plan for a landing in Engli-Jad

came from tho C. in C. of the Navy. Ls soon as.he knew

in the Autumn of 1939 of the Fthror's intention to launch

an offensive in the West, he ordered the Naval Staff to

investigate the possibilities of an invasion of England.

He started with the supposition that in the event of a

successful outcome of tho offensive, the Bolgian and

French Channel coast would become occupied by the Germans,

and thc Navy would possibly be confronted at short notice

with the task of landing the Gorman Army on the English

South Coast. Within the Naval Staff a special staff was

formed to concentrate on working out details of military,

naval and technical shipping probloms. This preparatry,

planning occupied, the German Naval Staff, and nobody else

had krumledge of it except the personnel specially

detailed for the purpose. No Gorman organisation had

concerned itself previously with any . deliberations or

preparatory thoughts on the possibility of an invasion

of England.

• In the preliminary considerations by the Naval

Strtf it - was established that a major lending of troops

in England involved numerous military and naval conditions,

of which the most important was the complete destruction

of the enemy's air power as well as the annihilation or

removal of any enemy forces which could threaten the arca



the landing force.

2) As a. result of these preliminary reflections of

the Naval Staff the C. in C. of the Navy first spoke to

the FUhrer on 25th Mau, 1940 9 on the possibility of an

ir#nsion of England.

The Fuhrer at first, however, took no further

action on this proposal RS he "fully appreciated the

exceptional difficulties of such an undertaking".

(Note: Words and sentences in inverted commas
are textual extracts from war diaries
and other documents).

'Hence no :Preparatory work , resulted,at this stage, in

the Stmrome Coa.land of the Armed Forces..

On the 20th June the C. in C. of the Navy again

reported to the F .thirer on this question, and he emphasised

that absolute air superiority was an essential prerequisite

for carrying out the operation.

It is Liportcnt to affirm that Grand Admiral

Raeder did not Aake these two reports to Hitler with

the intention of proposing the invasion or propagating

the idea.: His wish was mainly to discuss the Ahole

question in good time, so as to ovoid' the consequences

which might result from a hasty decision by Hitler,

which Might lend to the Navy being confronted by an

insoluble problem as regards material preparations.

On the 20th June no discussion hod yet taken place

in the Fuhrer's Headquarters as to whether the invasion

should be prepared. Neith er had the General Staff of the
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Army occupied itself at this time with the question of

a landing in England, as it- n considered the carrying

out i:Jpo ssible" and was therefore adverse to the

operation.

.3)	 However, in the last days of June - after the

termination of the campaign in France, and rather late

in the season - the suggestion of the C. in C. of the

Navy was token up by the Supreme Command, who, on the

2nd July, issued the first directive for the operation.

It contained the following:- the FlAhrer has decided that

under certain Conditions - most icaortant of which is

the achievement of air superiorit - a landin7 in England

may take place. The date is still undecided. Preparations

arc to be coi-Lenced as soon as possible. At Dresent, it

is a question of theoretical preparations for the passible

event.

4)	 The Supreme Command required data f ,r planning as

follows:-

Army:

a) Estimate of strength of the British Army for
the next few months.

b) Appreciation of the operational use of artillery
from the mainland as additional protection for
assembly of shipping _space and of transports
(in co-operation with the Navy).

Navy:

a) Appreciation of the .ip ssibility of landing
strong forces (25 to 40 divisions) and L.A.
Units.

b) Appreciation as to the most suitable sea area,
and the resources that would be required to
transport troops and supplies, and the esc rt
forces needed.
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The landing was to take place on a broad front in order to
facclitate the  penetration by the Army.

c) Nature and extent of the available
shipping space, and time required for
getting it ready.

Luftwaffe:

a). /Ippreciation as to whether and when decisive
air superiority can be achieved.

b) Possibility of supporting the crossing by
means of air-borne landings.

On the 9th July the Naval Stuff requested the .i.rmy

and the Luftwaffe to state their operational intentions,

, which would form a basis for Naval prepartions.

Thc Naval Staff emphasised that the undertaking

must be regarded essentially as one of transportation".

The Naval Staff considered the area "in the English

Channel between 10 30° East and 1 0 30 1 West as the most

suitable for the crossing."

5)	 For the artillery oovor of the operation

from the Continent the Supreme Command required the

establishment of powerful batteries in the area Calais-

Cape Griz'Nez - Boulogne . , to provide protective fire

for the transports and for the flanks of the landing

front. This demand caused the Head of the Naval

Ordnance Department tfl•warn that it would not be

possible materially to support the landing with the few

heav: , guns that would be available for such long range

reouire::Ionts.. :But-the FUhrer ordered the rapid construction

of gun emplacements on the Channel Coast; • overinr; fire

was to be used especially on the flanks.
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(;)	 On the 11th July, the C. in C. of the Navy

expressed his view tO the Fuhrer that he regarded

the landing only as an ultimate resort in order to

make England ready to sue for 13eace. He was convinced

;that even without a landing England could be subdued

by barring her sea supplies, by U-boat attacks and air

attacks on her convoys, and by an intensive air war

against her centres of industr. Ho enumerated the

great diffiCultieS and risks involved in the preparati=

and execution of the landing o-:)eration, and "cannot

himself advocate the landing". The Fuhrer also regarded

the operation only as a "last resort," befre which air

supremacy must first be attained.

7)	 On the 15th July, the Supreme Command of the

Armed Forces informed the Naval Staff that the Fuhrcr

would require the operation to be so prepared that it

could be launched any time from the 15th August.

Thus the situation which the C. in C. of the Navy

in his c-navorsatins with Hitler in May and Juno had

striven to avoid had become a reality; namely that the

operation might be ordered at such short notice that it

would be imp'issible in the time available to carry out

the necessary material propartions for the 7,iantic

3)	 Should the question be raised why the German Armed

Forces did not attempt the invasin in the early summer

of 1940, immediately after the capture of Dunkirk, when

the South Coast Of England was still open and unprotected

against German attack, the answer lies in the circumstances
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of the Naval situation at that time. It is not possible

merely to "swim over" to England. The whole of the shipping

.space, steamers, barges; tugs, trawlers and motor boats

necessary for the crossing, including even small

fishing boats, which had to supplement the inadequate

numbiar of motor vessels, had to be requisitioned

immediately at German ports and on inland water ways;

they had t'..) be oquiped for their Emooial tack, and

then mwed to the France-Belgian coast end, assembled

at the embarkation ports. These ports, whose facilities

had been partly damaged, had to be prepared for the

loading; the sea areas to be used for the cr o ssing had

to be swept YThr mines and minefields had to . be laid for

protection of the area of the crossing,. Finally the

whole vast :lachincry, including the covering forces,

had to be trained and co-ordinated to the smallest

detail.

9)	 It this stage the Naval Staff commented as

follows on the Fuhrer's requirements: The extent of

the preparations, the already apparent difficulties,

and the exceptional repercussion o n German industry

and on the whole traffic system wore so extensive in

their effect, that the Naval Staff must avoid all precipitate

action, and must equally remain free to form its 23i/in

decision, its own. opinion as to the eventual feasibility

of the operation. The exceptional nature of the aperatirn

required the concentration of all the resources of the

Navy on this task. And yet, in the view of the C. in C.



of the Navy the course of the War s-) far had, shown

that "o'Deratins and _landings which had previously

see:qed i:.ipossible were now feasible, thanks to the

superior leadership and to the exceptional moral

and offensive 7):,wcr of the 1,rmed Fcrces".

10) The Directive by the Supreme Command dated 16th

July, which followed the telephone information of the

15th, contained the decision of the Fahrer to prepare,

and ovenutally carry out the landing in England in the

for:1 of a surprise crossing on a broad front "approximately

from Ramsgte to a -point west of the Isle of Wight".

The Directive required the preparations to be completed

by the middle of Lugust.

The Directive specified the following essential

conditions as necessary before starting the operation:

defeat of the English Lir Force, creating mine-free

routes, strong protection of the flanks of the crossing

area by moans of minefields, doination of the Coastal

4",reo by ,Icans of coastal artillery, pinning down of the

British TJavo.1 Forces and preliinary weakening of these.

11) The undertaking was given the code name

"SELLION".

The naval Staff regarded the stipulatien.that

the crossing should take .place on a broad front between

Ramsgate and the Isle of Wight as an alteration to the

previous plan, involving serious consequences . The

question "broad or narrow front" was later to lead to
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fundament7:1 differences of opini p n anr1 tiresome

disc ussins between the Naval Staff and the High

Command of the rmy, and would eventually have to be

solved b7 :Jeans -f a coo pro: 	 -nd by the Fuhrer.

Because if their great significance these differences

will be referred to later (See Chapter II D).

12)	 In a discussion between the Co-ciniandere-in-Chief

of the Navy and	 on the 17th duly, the latter

expressed the intention to land with three Groups; one

Gr)u-o in the Ramsgate-Dover area, one between Dover -

=d Isle f light, and one west of the Isle of Wight.

The C. in C. of the Navy unequivocally refused to

!ulranteo safety against mines f-r the transports.

The	 High Command believed that free the military

tactie 2 .joint of view the landing operation could not

be carr o (7 .9ut . later than the middle of September, as

the	 fog to be expected after the beginning

af October wel: e regarded as a serious hindrance to the

success of the	 .ter -jrise. The .:,rmy High Crilmand estimato4

the du ..:ati • n of the j)eratim as one n:'nth.

The impressien existed airing the Nav.1 Staff that.

the ,',r,77,7 high Cu: -) land, which had o.nly ouceitly o t 01-1.1y

discuraged the Idea of soh an undortaing, had com:-)1e;tely

drop-Iped its objections, : ..nd on the contrary, ignorant

the	 out difficulties, nw reu:.rded the enter-)riso as

coiarativel- ca7.:. Hence the C. in C. of the Navy

infoned the C. in C. of t'Ac Lrmy that the operation was
1

So eIngerous as to involve the -1)ssibility of the loss of

the whle of the Operational iirmies, just as in the



Norwegian campaign the f ice of the whole Gorman

Fleet was at s'-tale,
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CHLPTER If

THE OPERLTIONLL PREPLRTIONS

13) L. The Naval Staff's Lpprociation on the 19th July 

On the basis of the.FLrer's Directive of

the 16th July, the Naval Staff on the 19th appreciated

tn..; situation as follows:

"The task alLAted to the NnT7 in operotion

"sa .„L'olv s to out of all proportion to the

Navy's strength and bears no relation to the

tasks that are set to the Lrmy and the i.r Force.

The task of the i;rmy, apart frm drcalingAlp•the

operational plian fn' Use after A. SUCCOSSf1_11- landing

and. -Drearin the tactical execution on enany

territory, is limited t' the assembly and

a-o .,oro)riate disp osition of the necessary forces

in the Northern French and Belgian area; the

Lir Force scarcely needs to alter the plan of

attack already in f: s rce or the dispositions

for the fight against England; whereas the

Navy must enbark on an entirely new disposition

of forces and a now plan of eperLtiOnal measures."

"The principal difficulties confronting the Nr.1;',f

are as follws:-

14) a) The transportation of .;,rmy troops must take

place from a coast whose harbour installations

and adjacent inland water-ways have been

extensively daddar:ed tl7froull the fighting in the

campaign against France, or are of limited capacity.



15) b) The transport roUtes lie in la-sen area

in which weather, fog, current, tides and the

state of the sea may present the greatest

difficulties, not only at the first crossinp;

but also on reaching the enemy coast and

durin the continued transpert of further

suy)lies.

16) c) Owing to the strong defences of the enuny

harbours the landing cannot take place there,

but the first wave, at least, must land on the

open coast. It f:ly be possible for the first

wave to occupy individual harbours and make them

usable for further arrivals' of transports, but

it must be appreciated that, in the case of

harbours with piers, the enemy will block them

with sunken ships, and that he will make the

locks useless by destroyinp., them. The necessity

to land the first wave on an open coast imposes

severe limitations in tonnage and draught of the

selected ships. The craft must be able to

navigate in shallow water so that, by inenns of

specially constructed landing romps, they may be

able to put the troops md vehicles ashore.

The great naArigatienal difficos (rise and falls

current, sea, and swell) are obvious. :aterations

to shipping for these special tasks involve

extensive und prtracted work in the Yards.
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(d) Lt .2rec.c,nt th,crc	 no infora i fl bftir-r

as to :the position of iainto in the elitern

-portion of the Chnncl, throoh which the

tr . no.)orts will ly'sve to

;3L-fct-,T ar .,in JO re[c:..rds : qiAes will not be

obtrinble, in oTAto of the use of	 resources.

It List be ajoreciated that the ene;ly is in a

osition, at least near his own coast, to lay

.)rotective .1i-lefields at short notice and at

the last moent.'

18) e) The	 of air sure,aacy is vital to

the possibility of assembling the requisite

Naval Forces and shippinp; in the relatively

reStricted area of embarkation. iioreover,

the establishment of absolute air superiority is a

prerequisite for the employment of mine-sweepinF

forces in the area to be crossed, and for carrying

out sweepinp;.o'perations. In view of the trpe of

transports to be employed. more especially in the

Dover Straits and the imediate vicinity, (principally

barr;es and river craft) it is not sufficient to

clear s-„pecific narrow channels but the aim,must be

to create broad transport areas, since this is

the onlyWay to secure some degree of safety for

' the shipping.

19) f) So far the enemy has not needed to use his

Fleet fully, as a matter of life and death, but

the landinrr operations on the English Coast wi.11

find him resolved to throw in fully and decisively

all his Naval forces. It cannot be assumed that the

Luftwaffe alone will succeed in 1:eopin:, the



'enemy Naval forces clear of our shipping,

as its operations are very dependent on weather

conditions. The task of the German Navy must

'therefore be to strengthen the effect of

•	 Luftwaffe operations by the following measures:-

minefields, use of light naval forces on the

flanks of the transport area; operations by all

available U-boats, and naval operations for

creating diversions. In this connection it

must be taken into consideration that the

minefields will not afford absolutely safe

protection in the face of a determined oponent.

Thus the possibility Must be envisaged that,

even if the first wave has been successfully

trans-ported, the enemy will still be able to

penetrate with resolute Naval forces so as to

place himself between the first wave, alreari

landed, and the succeeding transports. The

presence of strongly guarded enemy bases within

cur area of transportation calls for the sealing,

at several places, of our transport routes

against 'enemy attacks. The extension of the

t:anspnrt area involves a very considerable

extension of mine-fields, and therefore a

larEer overall usc of forces for this purpose.

7,) The groat effect of air attacks on defensive

installations is undeniable, as shown by the

Westeln campaign. The nature of anti-invasion



defences on the enemy coast however, 7.nd the

detailed Droarations a7,ainst invanion4

which he has been makinn for a considerable

ti-o, cause dout as to whether the Luftwaffe

will succeed in eliminating defensive troops

on the coast sufficiently to allow a landing

to take Place, and without 	 effective

artillery support from seawards.

These reflections cause the Yaval Staff to

see exceptional difficulties in .v_rious aspects

of the project, difficulties that cannot be

assessed individually until a detailed examination

of the transport problem has been made."

20) B. The Discussion Between the Chiefs of the Armed

In a discussion between the Heads of the

three Services and the Fi!ihrer on the 21st July,

the latter stated his view that a decision of the

war had already occurred, but that England had not

yet recognised this or was still hoping for a turn

of fate. He referred to the support of England by

the U.S.A. and to the possibility of a change in

German political relations with Soviet Russia. A

rapid conclusion of the war should be aimed at,

although there was no urgent necessity for this.

The execution of "SEALION" must be regarded as the

most effective means towards this end.

The 1-1 11rer described the proposed landing in

England as an exceptionally bold arDft daring under-

Mrces and the FUhrer on 21st 71-EY
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taLing: "even if the way is short, this is not just.

a river crossing,. but the crossing, of a sea which is

dominated bz., the enemy. This is not a case of a single

crossing operation as in Norway; operational surprise

cnnot be expected; a defensively prepared md utterly

deterTlined enemy faces us and dominates the sea area

which we must use. For the limy operation 0 divisions
will be required; the most difficult -cart will be the

continued reinforcement of material and stores. We

cannot count onsupplies of any kind . being available

to us in England. The prerequisites are complete

lastery of the air, the operational use of powerful

artillery in the Dover Straits, and protection by mine-

fields. The time of year is an important factor, since

the weather in the North Sea and in the Channel during

the second half of September is very bad and the fogs

begin in the middle of October. The main operation

would therefore have to be completed by the 15th

Se)tember; after this date co-operation between the

Luftwaffe and the heavy weapons becomes too unreliable.

But as air co-operation is decisive, it must be regarded

as the principal factor in fixing the date.

The Fuhrer wiFhed to be advised as soon as Dossibl

as to whether the contemplated date could be Maintained

and whether satisfactory operational prospects really

existed. Finally, he stated that if the preparations

could not be completed with certainty by the begi ing

of September, other plans would have to be considered.
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21)	 The followinEr, questions were put to the Naval

Staff:-

a) By what date can the Navy's technical
preparations be completed?

b) When can the ' establishment of the
artillery be copletc;d?

c) To what extent can the Navy safeguard
the crossing, actively and passively?

The C. in C. of the Navy hoped to be 'able to

give a clear answer to the technical question by

about the 25th July, and he emphasised that the Navy

could start practical .oreparations only after air

--stcr: had been c'chievcd.

22) .Lt this discussion the C. in C. of the Navy

guthercdthat . the C. in C. of the kirmy was

evidently much inclined to carry out i,he operation,

but that he a . marently under-estinated the difficulties

of technical pru.oarations and operational execution,

as well a the various possibilities of enemy counter-

action.

23) Regarding the .date, the Naval Staff reported

to the Ill Uhrer on the 22nd July that the preparations

could not in any case be completed by the middle of

Lugust. The actual date could only be determined when

the existence of air supremacy in the Channel krea had
-

become a fact. Only then could ensue the concentration

of transports and of mine-sweepers, mine-layers and escort

vessels for comprehensive [Aine-sweepin7, activity in the

whole area.
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214) C. The Military Requirements of the Army High
Command and the Attitude of the Naval UfTff 

The NtoT:1 Staff, after studying the Fliihrer's

Directive of the 16th July, made the following entry,

dated 20th July: "The General Staff of the ArmY has

given its intentions for carrying out the operation,

as fnll-rits: about 100,000 men with appropriate equipment,

including heavy rear, must be trnsp p rted in the first

wave fro:', the rer- Dunkirk-Cherbourg to the area between

Ramsgate and Lyme Bay. Further waves must follow in

quicost succession, so that the formation of a local

bridehead	 be followed in the shortest time b-'n

war of :-7)ve :lent on the Island. This dernands the most

rapid turn round of transports after disembarkation of

the first echelon.':

The requirements of the Army High Command

resulted in the following Transport Organisation, dated

25th July:-	 .

Ar7rly Requirements for the First Wave

, About 90,000 men with appropriate war equipment

650 tanks, /4,500 horses; for this purpose the

following are necessar :-

For Area Ostend-Boulogne

About 550 barges, 185 tugs, 370 motorboats.

Fnr Area Le Havre - CherbourE 	 4 "̂

About 45 ships, 9f31 barges, 30 tugs, 180

motorboats.

In addition, the Luftwaffe, to meet the demands

*4.



of7theGeneraLStctf .4.:.	 tiir-as.±,the---tr=sportation of

about 52 A.A. batteries • in the first waVe. According

to present calculation of the -Naval Staff, this

additional . requireent 'can only be-met to the extent

of 30 per cent, becalie of the lack of shipping space

and harbour facilities.

The transportation of the first wave, including

30 -ger cent of the ;,..A"; batteries, alone involves 100

per ,cent utilization of the-available ports of embarlcation.

In the second wave the Army High Command requires

the transportation of 160 9 000 men with equi pment. The

shipping space for this purpose amounts  to 2,000,000

tons. This is not available, neither could it be

accomTlodated in the arca of embarkation. i> simultaneous

transpflrtation of the second wave is therefore not

possible; indeed, it is necessary to spread this Wave over

14 or 5 echelons at intervals of 2 days. The shipping space

for the second wave, (including anotherOne third of the

batteries) has t6 accommodate a total of about

.170,000 :,-ten, 57;500 horses, 34,200 vehicles - and for

this )urpose the following are needed:

760 transport -barges
187 tugs
574 motorboats'
100 transports of 14140 1 000 G.R.T.

-

The above will be roinforcedby ,..the 45 trans-parts

of the first wave as soon as theirfirst-tr.ansportation

task has been completed.

The total requirement . of shipping space for

operation 	 is calculated by the Naval Staff on
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the basis of the preceding data, with a 10 per cent

r iar gin, as:-

1,722 barges
471 tugs

1,161 mtorboats
155 transports

The 1Taval Staff co.imented that the whole of the

transportation of all the waves must be carried out with

this total shipping. We shall see later to what extent

the availability of shipping space actually corresponded

to the above esti=ie.

25)	 On the 2 qth July the Naval Staff sum=rised the

Genern1 Staff's require:lents as follows:-

o) The	 requires the transportation of •13

landing divisionF (about 260,000 men)'...•In view

of their -anticipated tasks, the .Army High Command

regard's this ns the miniiqum number, fro71 which no

de'.)arture can be per:Iitted, even if there are

difficulties in transportation. This is a

considerable reduction compared with the original

require:qent of the FUhrer (on 21st July) of 40

divisions. (See paragraph 20).

b) Theso 13 divisions roust attack the English

coost on the widest front.(frm] Ramsgate to

Lyme Bay); which means that they must leawe the
. -

French coast as fur as possible simultaneously,

and on the widest front.

c) The landing divisions must be ready for

operations in England within the shortest time,
4

that is, within 2 to 3 days. A period of 10 days
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for the trarlsnorttion as provided by the

ti:letable for the second wave, is inacceptable

to the Army.

d) The landing divisions must include sufficient v

heavy artillery, (fOr own use and for setting

up along the English coast) and A.A. batteries

(for A.A. protection and for anti-tank defence).

e) The Army General Staff requires the landing

to take place at dawn.

26) On the 30th July the Naval Staff, reviewing the

current state of naval preparations and the probable

future rate of progress, concluded that operation "SEALION"

could not be carried out before the 15th September;

by which tine, tccording to the FLror'o view (see

paragraph 20), the main operation should already have

been. completed because of the bad weather to be expected

in the latter half of the month.

27) The attitude of the Naval Staff towards all

these military requirements and to the problems of

weather, tides, transort and enemy action found

expression in a coprehensive Memorandum which can be

summarised as follows:-

1) For navigation:• .11 rerlso:as the optimum iie•riod

for the landing is two hours before High Watetr;

For military reasons - as required by the Army

High Cowand the landing must take place at

dawn. Thus the crossing of the Channel and

the apl)roach to the coast must occur mainly

during darkness, and with the ::lass of transport -
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craft,. which are difficult to :]ove and :.;anocuvre,

a certain a"iloant of light (half-moon) is desirable.

The fulfilment of these three requirements limits

the period to a few days in any month. 'oreover,

a landing on the enemy coast is only possible

with a strength of sea up to 2.

2) The first suitable period, after completion

of all .:.:)rerations, falls at the end of

Se])tomber, that is, at a tile when long spells

of fine weather can no longer be expected.

3) Even if the transportation of the first

wave should succeed through particularly

favourable weather, the time-table transfer

of the further waves cannot be guaranteed,

owing to the large intervals in the schedules

for the further shipping.

14) . Full c:noiderati-n ;lust be given tn the enemy's

Fleet and t43 his other means of defence at sea.

In view of the weakness of our own naval forces,

the enemy's penetration into the area of transports

cannot be effectively prevented, because of the

size of the crossing area and in spite of the

flanking minefields and our own air superiority.

5) With the available shipping space the

minimum interval between the first and second

waves will be 48 hours. The transportation

of the second wave will 'finish 8 - 10 days

later, at the earliest.
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6) For reasons given above the Operations Division
4

of the Naval Staff felt that it must recommend

the postponement of the operation until next

year, but proposed continuation of the

preparations in case the unrestricted air war,

together with the naval measures, should cause

the enemy to negotiate with the FUhrer on the

latter's own terms. If this should not materialise,

the question of invasion would again arise in

May 1941.

28) The Naval Staff Memorandum received the full

concurrence of the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy, and

on the basis of the foregoing deliberations he rejected

a landing on a broad front, as offering no prospect of

success. He considered that in certain circumstances

"SEALION" could be carried out, but only if the transport

operation were confined to a narrow front in the narrowest

?art of the Channel.

29) On the 31st July the Commander-in-Chief of the

Navy spoke to the FlIhrer in the sense of the above

memorandum and reported to him that the earliest date

for commencement was the 15th September. The following

were present at this fleetingt

Chief of Staff of the Supreme Command of the
Armed Forces,

Commander-in-Chief of the Army,
Colonel-General Halder (Chief of Staff of the

Army), and
General Jodi (Chief of the Operational Staff of

the Armed Forces).

The FUhrer fully realised the difficulties
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enu!Tierated by the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy, and

agreed that 15th September Should be anticipated as

the earliest commencing date. A definite decision

would be reached after the Luftwaffe had made an

intensified eight-day attack on Southern England.

If the Luftwaffe failed to achieve considerable

destruction of the o .)-,Dosing air forces, harbours

and naval forces, then it would be a case of 1Dostuoninf-r,

the operation until 'rliddle'of May, 19141.

30) D. Crossing on  a narrow or a broad front?

As explained in Chapter I, paragraph 14,

the answer of the Naval Staff to the Supreme Command's

question about the most suitable area for a safe, but

broad crossing Was as follows:- the area in the English

Channel between 1 050' East, and 1 030' West. This

corresponds on the English coast to points between

North Foreland and the western end of the Isle of

Wight. This answer largely met the desire of the

Supreme Command to land on a broad front. But obviously

the Naval Staff did not intend this definition to

mean that the landing fleet should occupy the whole

width of the area, but only that within these limits

the landing should occur at a place still to be

determined. When by the Directive of the Supreme

Command, dated 16th July, the Army General Staff required

a landing on a broad front from Ramsgate to Lyme Bay,

the Naval Staff was confronted with an entirely new

situation, which incidentally extended the original
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crossing was expected only in the narrow part between

Etaples-Hastings and Calais-Deal, the western transport

route had now been extended to the line Cherbourg-Lyme

Bay." This involved the use of larger and faster ships

for transp ortation. At this time there was no naval

comment on the possibility of transportation on such a

wide front. This comment occurrea only on the 30th

July, after the Army General Staff had sent its precise

requirements to the Navy, in which Ramsgate to Lyme Bay

were given. (See Para. 32). The Cocilmander-in-Chief of

the Navy, agreeing with hi 'S Staff, rejected the landing

on a broad front, and on the following day reported to

the Fuhrer that the only possibility was the narrow

front in the narrowest part of the Channel. Only there

could the ;\Tavy safeguard the crossing against enemy

action.

Evidently the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy

let this discussion, at which the Navy's difficulties

had been fully appreciated by the Fuhrer, with the

conviction that the latter would decide accordingly.

For on the following day the Naval Staff ordered that

all current preparations should be switched to the area

on both sides of the Straits of Dover, since the crossing

area was now to be between Etaples-Beachy Head and Dunkirk-

Deal.

31)	 A memorandum from the Naval Staff to the

Commander-in-Chief of the Army stated clearly that the



transportation of troops could only be guaranteed in

the area of the Straits of Dover, and that in this

narrow area a constant stream of shipping was considered

possible. It is certain that the Commander-in-Chief of

the Navy, in view of his talk with the FLrer, had

expected the latter to order the crossing on the

narrow front. But this did not materialise. Indeed,

already on the let August, on the day after the

discussion, the Fahrer decided - evidently under the

influence of the demand from the Commander-in-Chief

of the Army - that preparations for a broad front were

to be continued. A discussion between the Commanders-

in-Chief of the Army and Navy on 5th August resulted

in no agreement. The Army had newly introduced a

requirement for the landing of 1 to l Divisions by

air in Lyme Bay for the purpose of occupying a harbour

for use b7 further transports. The Commander-in-Chief

of the Navy thought that the Army Commander-in-Chief was

unconvinced of the difficulties in carrying out a landing

on r' broad front	 In further discussions between the

two Staffs an effort would be made to eliminate these

serious divergencies.

32)	 On the 7th August - late indeed - the first

verbal discussion took place between the Chief g the

Army General Staff, Colonel-General Haider, and the

Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Schniewind. There

was a strong clash of 6r■ inions between the two. The

Chief of the Army Staff said that limitation of the
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area of transTjorttion.to the Straits of Dover was

unacceptable, icbording to the General Staff it was

essential to land in the West with powerful Army

forces, at lest four Divisions in the Brighton area, -

in order to be able to attack on the flanks from there.

The nature of the terrain there would seem to offer

-2ros1Dects of 'a raid advance in an easterly direction.

On the other hand, the hinterland in the area Dover -

Folkestone was extremely unsuitable for a frontal

attack; here too, relieving attacks on the flank would

be required. Hence the General Staff attached the

greatest importance also to simultaneous landings in

the area Deal-Ramsgate. The General Staff also required

that at least 10 divisions be landed within four days in

the general area between Ramsgate and Brighton. Only in

the above circumstances could the first target be .achieved,

which would lead to the success of the final operational

objective, viz., the line from the mouth of the Thames

to Southampton. During the discussion Colonel-General

Holder drastically stated: "I utterly reject the Navy's

proposal; from the point of view of the Army I regard

their proposal as complete suicide. I might just as well
A7

put the troolp s that have been landed straight through the

sausage machine:. " Thereupon the Naval Staff pronounced

that for similar reasons it must reject landing on a broad

front; that it must regard the broad front not only as

suicidal, but as a sacrifice of the troops on their way tol,

land.	 The limitation to Brighton Bay could be
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regarded as a rapprochement by the General Staff

to the point of view of the Naval Staff, but the latter

thought Brighton ca difficult as Lyme Bay in regard

to weather, enemy interference, and unloading of stores.

Hence the Naval Staff rejected this proposal also, while

the Army Staff regarded the narrow landing as an

irresponsible measure, both tactic,711y and operationally.

The General Staff maintained its demand for a dawn

landing, although the Naval Staff again strongly

emphasised the difficulties and military disadvantaes

of transortation by night. The Army Staff counted on

the possibility of tactical surprise, which the Navy

regarded as out of the question.

'33)	 The Naval Staff raised a further objection to

the broad front landing, in that there would be a big

difference in the ti'les of high water (3 to 5i hours)

between the western landing area and Dover. Either the

unfavourable tide must be acce:ited, or simult:'neous

landings must be renounced. A further argument by the

Naval Staff against the western landing was that

"Naval Forces, and also the large contingents of the

Army, would be exposed to heavy losses which might

jeopardise not only the western landing, but also

the success of the whole enterprise." This driger

was considered all the greater since the attenuation

of transports towards the west would greatly weaken

the main area of transportation, which might result

in failure at this decisive point. 	 4
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34)	 In a General Staff memorandum to the Supreme

Command dated 10th August, it was again maintained

for operational reasons, that simultaneous landi.ns

at and to the west of Brighton were necessary. For

similar reasons abandonment of the landing in Lyme Bay

was viewed with the greatest reluctance.

	

35)	 Differences of opinion existed also between

the Army and the Air Force. The Commander-in-Chief

of the Air Force wished to use paratroops and airborne

troops only after the establishment of the bridgehead.,

while the Army General Staff wanted the employment of

paratroons during the gaining of the bridgehead.

36) ']hen addressing the FUhrer on the 13th August,

the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy asked for an early

decision in the question of the width of front. In

discussions at the Fuhrer's Headquarters on the following

day the Chief of the Operations Division of the Navy

made proposals to General Jodi, and these, as will appear

later, cleared the way for the compromise which led to the

Fuhrer's final decision. They were:-

1) Basic restriction of the operation to d

narrow front, but initiation of preparatory

,leasares for a wide front.

2) Renunciation of the Army's demand for landing

major forces at Brighton, since subsequent reinforce-

of,troops and supplies would not be

possible in this sector.

37)	 General Jodi agreed pv.priuniDic, and evidently.
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using these )roposls as a basis the Supreme Comand

on 16th August issued a Directive on the following lines:-

Main crossing to be on narrow front,

si2ultaneous landing, of four to five

thousand troops at Brighton by motor-boats

and the same number of airborne troo-ss at

Deal-amsgate. In addition on D-1 day the

Genqan Air Force was to make a strong attack

on London, which would cause the population

to floe the city and block the roads.

Accordingly, the Naval Staff on the 20th

August, ordered the Naval. Command West to make

preparations for the transportation of troops to the

Brighton area, but only in so far as would allow for

a single crossing of'a strong contingent of troops

for diversionary purposes. The Naval Staff defined

"a strong contingent" as a powerful assault unit without

heavy arms or heavy equipment, which was to be ferried

to the Brighton area by the motor boats and motor

sailing vessels lying at Le Havre; while the reinforcements,

heavy equipment and supplies for this contingent were to

be transported on the left wing of the main crossing

area (Beachy Head) and after landing, were to be sent

on by road. Only if the situation develo-ped

particularly favourably in relation to the enemy were

these supplies to follow the motor boat flotillas by

direct sea route. In the main crossing area the

Naval Staff hoped, if weather were good, to land
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-both echelons of six divisions each within six d pys by

continuous traffic in the coastal sector Beachy Head-

Dover.,

38) On the 21st August the Supreme Command

concurred with theabove intentions of the Naval Staff

for the transportation from Le Havre.

A discussion with the Head of the Operations

Division of the General Staff showed however that no

agreement existed as yet in regard to the movement of

transports between Le Havre and Brighton. The General

Staff rejected the interpretation of the Naval Staff, but

regarding the Brighton landing not as a more raid,

wanted to have a whole army transported there, including

heavy eguipment, which had already been collected in the

area of Le Havre; instead of the 25 steamers to be provided

there, the Army General Staff wanted 70 steamers which

were to be routed either direct, or through the

transport area via the Dover Straits, and thence along

the English coast to Brighton.

39) The Naval Staff rejected this demand, but after

further investigation tried to reconcile the General Staff

by suggesting to them and to the Supreme Command on the

23rd August that 50 steamers should be loaded and despatched

from Le Havre; half of these would follow immediately

behind the motor-boats - if there were no enemy opposition -

while the remainder would be sent by the main crossing route

and then on to Brighton.

But the Commander-in-Chief of the Army rejected

>or



this co:Ipromiso also and proposed to report accordingl y

to the Fiihrer. By this time the Supreme Command had

associated itself with the view of the Naval Staff,

who therefore anticipated the FUhrer's approval

of their latest proposal.

40)	 . Actually the Fahrer, in the Supreme Command

Directive dated 27th August, decided that "the Army

operations must allow for the facts regardinf; a'vajlLTble

shiin7 space and security of the crossing and

disembtion." Accordingly, should the enemy situation

be favounble, 25 transports in a single journey, in

com)any with motor boats, were to :proceed direct to

the landing arca at Brighton, while the remaining 25

steamers were to )roceed via BonloEne-Beachy Head after

the enemy coast had been occupied, end were to endeavour

to make contact with the units already landed at Brighton.

This co p romise solution which did not fully :reet the

operational needs of the Army, and probably lessened

the prospects of the landing forces, was unavoidable,

having regard to the transport situation. The Naval

Staff believed that a decision in favour of the Army's

requirements would have involved risk of failure for

the whole enterprise.

E. Intelli qence of the Enemy 

Following on the lqihrer's decision of 27th

August, which clearly defined the crossing area in

the Channel,- a decision could be reached as to which

individual sectors of the cost were to be used for the



landing. Factors governing their selections were,

firstly, the geographical -features of the coast and

the hinterland, and secondly, the available intelligence

on the enemy's local defence Measures and operational

intdrAions.

The coast on both sides of Deal was rejected

by the Naval 3taff as unsuitable for landings, because

for navigational reasons the approaching landing fleet

would have to hug the coast through the Downs; and this

appeared to l?e feasible only if enemy op7Dosition from the

coast was no longer to be expected.. After the Fuhrer 1 s

decision of 27th August a landing in this area was ruled

out, although it would have materially imriroved the

military conditions for landing.

From South Foreland to Folkestone the coast

consists of steeply descending chalk cliffs, which would

present difficulties for a landing. Not until west of

Folkestone does the high ground recede and the foreshore

becomes low-lying up to well beyond Dungeness. Between

Folkestone and Dungeness the coast forms a wide bay

sheltered against westerly winds, with a flat beach,

shelving gently. The approach to the ' bay from the French

coast is hindered by the banks in the line of a-:Yoroach,

viz., the Varne and the Ridge, which can be crossed at

high water; but continuous shing would hrvo to ;r2S

round the.:1. The coastal sector 114 miles long, from west

of Folkestone to Dungeness, was selected by the Naval

Staff as landing area B, and was allocated to the landing
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fleet that was to ail frocil Rotterdam, Ostend and

Dunkirk. A landing area A, presumably the area

Deal-Rasgate was no longer mentioned at this

+4-
	 juncture, since the plan to land there was

dropped at an early stage. .

The coast between Dungeness and Cliff's End

is also low and here forms Rye Bay, where.depths

increase ver2 slowly. West of Cliff's End as far

as Hastings there is no possibility of landing, as

the cou,ot is stee .;) md rocks and reefs are found off

shore, with-any rocks also on the flat beach. The

length of coast between Dungeness and Cliff's End,

11 miles long, was allocated, as landinr:; area C, to

the transports which were assembled at Calais.

The coast line between Bexhill and Beachy

Head, about 11 miles lon7) , is also low, with a flat

beach; but off shore there are a nuc:Iber of reefs and

'rocky shallows which retrict the area suitable

for landing to about 7 (ailes. This was designated

landing area D, and allocated to the transports that

would.sail from Boulogne..

In the sector between Beachy Head and

Brighton, the chain of hills of the South Downs cones

right up to the coast. Prom the beach access to the

heights of the chalk cliffs is possible only at a

few places (Birling Gap and Crowlink), and even  here

it is difficult. West of Brighton the hil l s of the

: South Downs.gradually recede and the coast line
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consists of low land with a wide beach, which drics

extensively. In spite of the favourable conditions

for approach; the Naval Staff considered a major landing

between Beachy Head and Brighton impossible, because

of the steep foreshore, the rocky beach and the

obstles that lie off shore in several places.

On the other hand the coastal sector from Brighton

to •Selsey Bill appears suited for a landing in . site of

some • sandbanks off shore, since the land is low lying,

and at Brighton and Worthing the beach is sandy, while

west of Worthing is a broad bank, and there is a good

shingle beach from Pagham to Selsey Bill. This stretch

of coast, 21 miles long, formed landing area E, to be used

by the forces from Le Havre.

42)	 It was the task of the High Command of the Army

to pronounce on the conditions of tern-in of the hinter-

land and the consequent possibilities of o:jerations. On

this subject the memorandum submitted by the Commander-in-

Chief of the Army to the Supreme Command on the 10th

August contained exhaustive information, and innicated

what counter action by the British defences the General

•Staff anticipated on the basis of the intelligence that

was available. The following is a quotation:

"( a )	 A landing on the English coast only

within the limits of Folkestone to Eastbourne

is not acceptable.

In this sector we must already reckon with a

fully prepared coastal defence, consisting of

about four Divisions, apart from the personnel

of the coastal fortifications. In the neighbouring
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coastna sector, Margate-Folhestone,there are

presumed to be two further Divisions, between

Eastbourne and Portsmouth two more.

If these are not themselves attacked, they can

at least, with their •reserves, come to the

assistance of the Folkestone-Eastbourne sector.

Behind these forces the 3ritish Command is sure

to have available between London and Salisbury

at least five operational Divisions, of which

one is Armoured; in case of necessity there will

be available one further division at Chatham,'

and one in London. .Thus the landing troops,

which, because of the indalculable nature of

the crossing and of the lmding, will lack

cohesion, Will face nu.lericz1 superiority which

n only be :;i.tted by tLe

loadings on as wide s front 05 bbssible.

Compensatory action by operational use of the

Luftwaffe is restricted because of its tsk

over the sea; there is also the well-known

difficulty of sc-nnin the landscape from the

air, which limits effective action in su:oport.

The terrain in this relatively narrow sector

is exceptionally unfavourable for all arms,

particularly for operating high. aped.

The salient arc between Dungeness and the

Militar7 Canal as well as the coastal sector

between Bexhill and Eastbourne are marshland,

veined by numerous waterways - ideal for the
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ene-T:'s defence, but impossible for operation

by our tanks. Commanding heights surround

the whole landing front in a semi-circle and

provide the English with a natural defence

Position. Only if particularly advantageous

circumstances develo p - and this is not

anticipated - can a rapid advance from the

narrow and. unfavourable bridgeheads be expected,

with a view to the capture of Dover and the

elimination of the coastal defences at Deal.

The duration of the crossing is much too long.

Even if the first echelons of 6 divisions are

successfully thrown ashore for the formation of

narrow • ridge-heads, the result of the initial

battles against considerably superior forces seems

'questionable, when it takes 6 days to land the

second echelon of these divisions together with

the essential Army troops. Even if, in face of

interference through weather and British Naval

forces, it is optimistically supposed that this

task Will be fulfilled, a further six divisions,

particularly infantry forces and A.A. batteries,

would have to be awaited before o perations could

develop from the narrow bridgeheads against the

Thames-Southampton line (first operational objective).

Thus the advance could hardly commence . until 14

days after the landing.. This interval however

gives the enemy the opportunity - in case he does '



not prefer offensive operations during the first

period of our numerical inferiority - to build

up sufficient defence forces on a general line

between Chatham and Brighton, and to organise

the defence in such a way as to preclude the

p ossibility of a quick break through by our

forces. And so the conditions for rapid success

in England would disappear.

Hence the landing in this sector alone

presents itself as a frontal attack against

defence line, without good prospects of

surprise, with insufficient forces, on too

narrow a front, and which would receive only

driblets of reinforcements.

(b) The Army High Command must therefore also

require that, starting from Le Havre, a

simultaneous landing be carried out at and west

of Brighton. Only by the extension of the

landing area will it be possible to surprise

the British forces, who would presumably be

less likely to ex:)ect a landing in this

locality; and thus, by local success to confuse

him, thereby materially improving the proptpects

of general success.

If, as must be expected from recent intelligenoG,
the British defence is conducted on an offensive

bc.sis, then the enemy forces Will i!)e dispersed.
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lf	 strictly dufoncive c,nduct of the

o.	 tia o, th,e fr.-2

defenoc front on the lirle Chatham-Brighton will

be rendered impossible from the start, and

pressure will be brour;ht on the English, which

could lead to the rapid abandonment by them of

the whole area south and south-east of London;

in that event the prospects of a landing soon

afterwards at Deal would be improved.

The terrain at Brighton is particularly suitable

for operations by fast moving units.

Only if on this broad front sufficiently strong

forces, adequately and quickly su:.)lied, are

thrown in simultaneously, does the prospect

arise of quickly gaining the first operational

objective (mouth of Tha mes to Southampton) and

so creating' the conditions for further rapid and

successful cperations."

)4 3 )
	

At this time the Army High Command assessed the

total strength of the units available in England for

operations, including coastal defence troops, but

excluding anti-aircraft units, as 320,.000 non; the

stren7th of the reserve army as 100,000 men; men under

training as 900,000 recruits, and the total number of
-

called to the colours as 1,640,000. According to unconfirmed

reports received up to the 15th August by the German General

Staff, the number of divisions at home in England amounted

to 39, of which about 20 were regarded as completely
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o*)crational, but whose artillery was believed to be at

only half the normal strength.

As regards the defence arrangements in the coastal

area, the General Staff learned by the 5th September

that the region Tonbridge Beachy Head was characterized

by a large and excellently camouflaged labyrinth of

fortifications. Hastings was described as a strongly

established centre of defence. Further reports from

England mentioned the Isle of Wight as the most fortified

part of the English South coast, as German landing

attempts were particularly expected there.

Further, the General Staff learned - not, however,

until the 9th October - that the coastal sector of

Brighton - Dover was defended as follows:

(i) The first line on the coast.

(ii) 300 yards; from the coastline: machine
gun nests-.

i) 1,000 y ards inland: heavy long range
guns at intervals of about 800:T•.rc.1s

3,,000 yar_cl,z2, inland: a line of light
artillery and machine gun nests.

(v) 2• miles inland: o lino whieJl.
includes armoured cars and tanks,
said to amount to 230 tanks and
380 armoured reconnaissance vehicles.
Total strength of troops in this line
about 75,000 men bearing numbers 83,
.85, 86, 95, 97, 98, 1014, 106 and 107.

, Behind these lines, as a reserve, there
are about 50,000 men in a zone about 12+
milos deep, who raio distrilouted on the
same principle as the first lines of defence,

The data received by the General Staff for its

appreciation of the enemy's position came mainly from 1,



the Secret Service Department of the Supreme Command,

and also from captured material.

LI LO	 The War Diary of the Naval Staff contains

the following remarks on intelligence oi" the enemy:

(i) On the 17th July "the whole foreign Press,

in particular the English Press, comments

that a major German attack is expected.

Thousands of barges and vessels are said

to be standing by on the Channel and

Atlantic coast. The attack is expected

in the Dover area, though the defences

here are strongest. Strong air attacks

lasting several days will precede the

landing."

(ii) On the 19th July "English defence measures

(from an American report) . : coastal defence

by the Army. Defence is based on mObility

and concentration of all available fire-

power. No fixed defence line with built-in

defences. The task of the Fleet and the

R.A.F. would be to render impossible the

landing of armoured units or surprise

landing by troops. The R.A.F. is so
4-. -

organised that strong units can be quickly

concentrated at any danger spot, and also

to attack the new German bases in Northern

France and Holland and to search for

indications of German activity, such as the



as2oLlb1y of nbis nU bar,7os."

(iii) On the 15th August "talk of a GerTlan invasion

continues to ap-)ear in the English Press. The

ti	 possibility is mentioned of a landing on the

North-East coast of England, probably originating

froi.1 Norway. The stronger German air attacks

are regarded as preparations for the invasion,

md the activity of German minesweeping vessels

in the Channel as advance indication of a

landin7. The concentration of ships in the

Baltic and in the Norwegian fjords is

mentioned."

The Naval Staff's appreciation of the enemy's

position at the date for which the invasion waS planned

will be given later (see paragraph 68 below).

45) F. The Diversionary Measures Planned 1E7 the Navel 
Staff

As mentioned above, the English Press quoted as

a possibility the landing on the North-East coast from

the direction of Norway. Actually the German Naval

Staff had prepared a fairly extensive operation, with

the object of a feint landing on the North-East coast.

This was the so-called operation "Herbstreise" (Autumn

Journey).

This operation aimed at Creating a diversiOn

on land and at sea from the real landing which was to

take place two days later on the English South coast.

For this purpose the Naval Staff was anxious that

intelligence as to the feint operation should reach 	 4

England. If the occasion arose during the operation,



the ene:17 was to have his attention called to it by

conspicuous VT traffic. The Publicity given in

England in the middle of August to this plan of the

German landing on the North-East coast cOrresponded

to the wishes of the Naval Staff and can perhaps be

traced to intelligence issued by the latter.

For this feint operation transports

from Norwegian traffic - including the liners "EUROPA",

"BREMEN", "GNEISENAU","POTSDAM" and a. few trawlers - were

to be formed on D minus 2 day into four convoys; they

were to proceed from the area Bergen-Christiansand -

South, and from the German Bight under escort of the

cruisers "EMDEN", "NURNBERG", "KOLN", "BREMSE" with

accompanying light escort forces, and were to advance

towards the English coast between Aberdeen and Newcastle.

In the event of • contact with the enemy he was to be

attacked if in inferior strength:, but was to be avoided

if superior. In the latter case the convoys were to be

immediately diverted and scattered, and the ships

were to pr:)cood to the nerest harbours. When darkness
set in, about 21:50, the advance was to be broken off

and the return journey commenced. . By this time the

individual formati .ons would have got about half-way to

the Scottish coast. By dawn the large liners were to

have disappeared in the direction of the I:attegat, while

the loss cen3picuous remaining steamers were to try to

mingle with the Norwegian coastal traffic. In case the

situation warranted it, provision was made for a repetition 4



of the feint on D minus I day. The operation was

to be under the Commander-in-Chief of the Navnl Group

North, Admiral Canis.

At the same time as "Herbstreis0, the Naval

Staff planned - also for diversionary purposes - an

operation by the heavy cruiser	 iper" in the area

of Iceland-Farces. In addition, at the time of SEALION,

the pocket battleship "Scheer Y was to make a sortie into

the Atlantic for commerce raiding, from which the German

Naval Staff also expected a diversion of British Naval

Forces.
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CI=L;R III 

THE CARRYING OUT OF THE NAVAL PREPARATIONS

46)	 In the sphere of naval preparations, the

requisitioning, equipment and assembly of the shipping

required for the trans:?ortation constituted a most extensive

task, which occuied a reat del of ti 16

The Naval Staff on 25th July calculated the total

shipping space (see paragraph 24) as 155 transport vossels

(about 700,000.G.R.T.), 1722 brz(.;s, 471 tugs and.

1161 motor boats. At the same date the Naval Staff's scheme

for ships to be made available was as follows:

About 140 transports, of which 100 to be
taken from German shipping, 40 from Holland,
Belgium and France; this amounted to 440,000
G.R.T. of German shipping, and 200,000 from
the other countries.

About 2,000 barges from the Rhine and from
Holland.

About 500 tugs from Germany, Holland, Belgium
and France.

The number of motor boats that could be
requisitioned was at this time not yet
determined.

The withdrawal of this shipping from its previous

employment involved serious inroads into the German economy.

The number of available merchant ships in Germany, suitable •

for transportation of troops was limited, and had been

sensibly reduced by heavy losses in the Norwegian operation,

and through mines' . Of the 1,200,000 G.R.T. whichvere

available to German industry at the beginning of July,

800,000	 were employed in coal and ore traffic

and 400,000 G.P.T. on coastal traffic. The reduction

Note: Qee Appendix on page 82A
ror grganization of German
Naval Forces.
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of this tonnLe by )010,000 G.P.T. would, according to

the Transport Section of the Naval High Command, have

a serious effect on German shipping, especially if

withdrawn over a long period; moreover, further ships

would have to be laid up in order to ,Iake crews available

for the steamers lyinF, in Holland, France and Belgium.

The position was no easier in the case of German inland

shipping. The transport situation on the German inland

waterways had already been severely strained. Figures

provided by the Reich Ministry of Transport showed that

German inland shipping would be reduced by 30 per cent

to meet the requirements of the invasion, and that the

effect on the supply of coal, ore and food would be

considerable. The requirement of tugs could only be met

if nearly all tugs over 250 h.p. were withdrawn from the

German harbours and if all trawlers still being used for

deep sea and coastal fishing were requisitioned. This

would practically stop the supply of fish. The requirement

in motor boats could only be net if use were made

additionally of the motor boats from inland lakes, most

of which were unseaworthy.

47)	 All these serious disadvantages had to be

accepted if SEALION were to be prepared, and thew were

accepted. The requisitioning of shipping space proceeded

generally according to .elan. On the other hand the

movements of transports at sea and on the inland waterways,

which were essential to brinrr,the vessels to the yards for

alterations, and to the o l.perational harbours, lap-,ged
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behind schedule. This delay was caused by the weather,

abnormally bad for the time of tho"year, and by the

effects of enemy air activity, which reacted not only

on the move:dents but also on the concomitant mine-

sweeDrig cy)erations. Ids°, the ten-day blocking of

the Dortmund-Ems Canal, caused by bombs in the middle

of August, resulted in a considerable hold-u) in the

assembly of motor boats coming from the Rhineland. As

a result of those delays the Naval Staff on jOth August

was forced to report (sec paragraph 57) that D.Day must

be postponed from the 15th September to the 21st September.

48) On the 4th September the shipping section of the

Naval Staff was able to report that 163 transports

(70)4,58 G.R.T.), 1910 barges, 419 tugs, including trawlers,

and 1600 motor boats had been requisitioned. By the 6th

September all the steamers would be available for use.

Most of the remaining vessels had already been assembled

at the embarkation ports or were on the way there. The

transport section expected that the whole of the transport

fleet would be ready for use by the 19th September.

On the llt1. September the Naval Staff remarked

that owing to the unfavourable weather and the effect

of the enemy's air threat and mining operations, various

interruptions had occur°ted in the assembly of the transport

fleet and light naval forces, which however had not affected

the time-table preparations for the operation.

49) On the state of minesweeping operations, the Naval

Staff on 4th September established that searching and

sweeping operations had been seriously delayed during



Jfaigust by the unfavourable weather. The maintenance

of sorties in the Dover Straits, particularly in the

British mined area west of the Dover-Calais line, had

only been possible in the south-eastern part. Mines or

other obstructions had not been located. The Naval

Staff hoped by the 19th September to clear up the mine

situation west of Dover-Calais, particularly in the

British mined area which had been presumed to exist.

But it was doubtful whether it would be possible by

searching operations to obtain a picture of the mine

situation close to the English coast. Later, not until

the 9th October, the Naval Staff learned that mines had

been laid I* miles off the coast between Dover and 	 -

Brighton, which were believed to be connected by cables

to positions on land.

50)	 For the tactical minefields planned by the

Naval Staff to protect the flanks of the crossing area,

a total of 6,800 mines, including 800 dummy mines, and

the necessary anti-sweeping equipment had been ;*(D-t,'"

ready by the 4th September. The transfer of this gear

to the operational harbours was in process, and would

be definitely completed by the 19th September. It was

intended to carry out the mine-laying o perations in the

period D - 8 to D	 2; the intended position of tkig

minefields can be seen in the sketch overleaf

The average distance between mines in the

individual minefields varied between 100 and 180 feet.

The ,inglo-French minefields in the Channel between



Dover and _Calais .and in the area off Dunkirk were

incorporated into the German mine system, as

constituting en effective protection. (In the sketch

these are indicated by broken lines).

51)	 On the 6th September, the Admiral Commanding

U-boats proposed the following distribution of boats

for the protection of the crossing:-

1) In the Channel: main northern concentration:

a) 5 medium beats in the area Scillies-
Lizard Head.

b) 5 medium boats between Start Point and
the Channel Islands.

c) 5 small boats between Isle of Wight
and Barfleur.

2) In the North Sea, south of line Cromer-Terschelling:-

a) 3 small boats between Cross Sand and
Outer Gabbard.

b) 3 small boats east of the English
danger area.

Off Longstone:

2 small boats on the English coastal route.

14) Off the Pentland Firth:

14 small boats west md east of the exits.

The Naval Staff agreed to these proposals.

52)	 It was laid down that the authority for issuing

orders during the crossing would be vested solely in the

Commanders of the Naval groups, who would also decide on

the use of weapons in the event of enemy interference,

Basically, protection against enemy forces was the task

of the escort forces allotted to the transport fleets.

Vessels carrying only the weapons appertaining to Army
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trools were . to be allowed to use theF,e woo,-=s only in

etre7le necessity.-

For carryin out the first landing, advance

companies with a total strength of 8,520 Jien were

for:med, and these were to be embarked in warshis

of the escort forces. .zrtificial fog was to be used

only by naval forces or by aircraft. The order for its

use would be given by the appropriate naval ca=ander,

in agreement with the limy commander embarked in the

Senior Officer's ship. Similar rules applied for the

order to open fire, which was only to be given in case

of enemy interference. Otherwise the aim was to achieve

surprise.

For the purely naval tasks connected with

disembarkation of the troops, such as control of

tranSport traffic, establishment of navigational aids

etc., 14 naval landing units, each consisting of 2

officers and 40 men, wore formed and allocated to

individual groups of transorts.

53)	 The setting up of coastal artillery along the

channel coast, as ordered by the Fuhrer, was completed

by the middle of September, and the following were then

ready for use:

a) Siegfried battery, south of Gris Nez
with four 38 cm.guns.

b) Friedrich ugust battery, north of
Boulogne with three 30.5 centimetre
guns.

c) Grosser KurfList battery, at Gris Nez
with four 28 centimetre guns.
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d) Prinz Heinrich battery, between Calais
and Blanc Nez, with two 28 centimetre guns.

e) Oldenburg battery, east of Calais, with two
24 Centimetre guns.

f) M.1, M.2, M.3, M.4 batteries in the sector
Gris Nez-Calais, with a total of fourteen
17 centimetre '• guns.

In addition, according to a notation in the war

diary. of the Naval Staff, there were thirty-five heavy

and medium batteries of the .Lrmy, as well as seven

batteries of captured guns.

The siting of these batteries, which commenced •

on the 22nd July, was completed on the 31st August.
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CH.2.1DT -ER IV

IJR 01=IONS IN YELLTION TO THE PILNNING

OF "SE,LION"

54)	 Right from the start the Naval 8tFiff, and the

Commander-in-Chief of the Navy personally, took every

opportunity of stressin;-; that the most inT)ortant

-,)rcrequir,Ate f .:)r a successful landing, was the achicveent

of air cu7 -) ru7,11cY	 The Fuhrer, in his first SEYJJION

directive of the 2nd July, expressed himself similarly

(sec paragraph 3). Even in the early period of material

pre iarations, in view of the weakness of our naval

forces, it de pended on the success of the Luftwaffe,

whether the fitting out of the embarkation ports, the

equipment and assembly of transports, and the very

extensive mine locating and minesweeping operations

could take place without serious interference by enemy

air and naval forces. Lir supremacy - at least a

definite air superiority - would have to be a "fait

accompli '' bcfPr(; tlin	 preparations commenced. Lir

folpremacy was of :-,bsoltAte)y rIp cir;ive importance for the

crossing, for the landing and for sf-LfeizardinF, supplies

during the ocrc..tion. The Naval Staff also appriated

clearly that air supremacy alone could not provide

.Dermanent security against vastly superior enemy nswal,

forces in the crossing area, and the same c.ppliod to

the protective minefields which were to be laid.

On the 31st July the FUhrer had informed the

Commander-in-Chief of the Navy (see paragraph 29) that
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if after eight days of intensive ..air war the Luftwaffe

had not achieved considerable destruction of the

enemy's air force, harbDurs and naval forces, the
1r).

Doc:ration would have to be postponed until May 1941.

On this occasion the FUhrer also told the

Comrlander-in-Chief of the Navy about the targets the

Luftwaffe had been given in connection with the Sa;LION

operation.

55)	 On the following day Directive No. 17 gave

the Co(Jmander-in-Chief of the German riir Force freedom

to coonce the intensified war •against England as from

thu 5th ,: ligust. hut the aerational objectives of the

air war differsJ fr ry-i those which the Fdhrer, on the

lat July, had indicated verbally to the Commander-in-

Chief of the Navy; for the Luftwaffe were told to use

all available forces to dostroy the R..F. and the •

aircraft industry as soon as possible, and after achiving

tcroorar7 or local .A.r suo riority, to concentrate on

.att:.c?.:o a- i nst harbours and -)articularly against food

su)-o7Lies and stores. The instructions said that the

air war aainst enemy warshi-os and shiD-cin should take

second  place, in so far as favourable opportuni7,ies for

att:c1,7. did not 7,rosent themselves.

.,13 affecting SELION, the NavL1 Staff regretted

the lower pririty of the enemy navi:7.l targets com-gared

with the other objectives of the Luftwaffe and proposed to

appeal to the Supreme Comand.

On the 6th Lugust the Naval Staff felt oblige-a
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to report to the Supreme Command that minesweeping and

preparations for German minelaying in the Channel area

were not yet feasible because of the constant threat

from the air, and that consequently the commencing date

for SEALION was endangered.

On the 10th August the Naval Staff noted in its

war diary: "Preparations for SEALION, particularly mine

clearance, are being affected by the inactivity of the

Luftwaffe, which is at present prevented from operating

by the bad weather, and that for reasons not known to

the Naval Staff, the Luftwaffe had missed opportunities

afforded by the recent very favourable weather. As the

FUhrer does not wish to decide ..bout SEALION until	 least

eight to ten days Oftor the commencement of the Luftwaffe's

major air attacks, there is already some danger of the

date being affected."

5;S)	 At the beginning of August the Luftwaffe had at

its disposal 2669 operational aircraft, which included

1015 bombers, 3)46 dive bombers, 933 finterS and 575

heavy fi:-..hters. The Commander-in-Chief of the Luftwaffe

decided that the major attacks of Air Fleets 2 and-3 were

to begin on the 13th August. a preliminary rieasure,•

single (live bomber units attacked Portland and Weymouth

on 11th August as well as convoys on the east and south

coasts of England. This was followed on the night of

the 12th August by attacks on Bristol, Cardiff and

Middlesbrough, and on the night of the 13th by operations

against Portsmouth, 'tm.Jmsgate, liddlesbrough, Newcastl&

and Shields. German losses on these two days amounted
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to 53 aircraft, the British losses were given as •176

The major attacks commenced on the 13th August under

uLfavourable omens; the first few days gave little promise

of success. Contrary to the fair weather period to be

expected at this time of year, there was one depression

after another, weather conditions remained stormy and

rainy during the next fortnight, restricting the

Luftwaffe operations to single attacks by weaker units.

Fighter protection in particular was difficult, and the

bomber attacks frequently took place without escort.

The enemy's fighter defence, which was less affected by

the bad weather during local operations over his own

countr , , .)roved to be powerful and tough, and German

losses were high. In an attack launched by the Luftwaffe

on the 1L3th August without fighter escort German losses

were 147 aircraft as compared with the observed enemy

losses of only 49 aircraft. Not until the 24th August

did the weather permit day and night operations by

powerful squadrons. In the eastern area the enemy's

fighter protection was observed to be strong, while in

the west it was weaker. On the following days the attacks

were continued with good results; the main targets were
aerodromes, industrial and harbour installations, (Bristol,

Birmingham, Liverpool, Newcastle, Hull, Plymouth).

There appeared to be no connection between these attacks

and the SELION plans. On the other hand the enemy's

lively air activity - mine-laying, bomber attacks - and

the v ariable and mostly unfavourable weather, all contributed
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to delays and losses in the ilrer n tions for SEALION.

57)	 The effect of the enemy's air war and the

inadequate German jra oover Lgainst .enemy

forces caused the Naval Staff on the 30th August to

report to the Supreme Command that the terminal date

for SEALION preparations (15th September) could not be

kept. "The elimination by the Luftwaffe of activity

by enemy sea and air forces in the Channel and along the

embarkation coast had not yet materialised; and there

was no early -)rosJect of iq)rovement while the Luftwaffe

pursued its present operational objectives." The

earliest day for the readiness of the transport fleet -

assuming a favourable development of the German air

offensive and a consequent change of Luftwaffe objectives

to suit SEALION - was now reported as the 20th September,

but again this date could not be regarded as absolutely

certain, as it depended on the Luftwaffe's effectiveness

in eliminating enemy sea and air forces.

Thereupon the Supreme Command decided on the

21st September as the earliest D.Day and (as proposed by

the Naval Staff) intimated that a preliinary order for

Carrying out the operation would be issued ten days

before the date, i.e. on D-10. This postponement

was nat serious, since the favourable conjunctipn of

moon, tide and da7light had pointed to dates between

the 19th and 27th September as being suitable, with

the 24th September as the best day.
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58) On the let September extensivepreparations

for SEALION began, withhe fwvement of shipping

from the German North Sea ports to embarkation ports.

During this operation it became evident that undisputed

air su-)eriority in the area of the movement of transports,

which the Naval Staff had stipulated in order to keep

to the time-table, had by no means been achieved. The

enemy's light naval forces were moving practically

undisturbed in this area, and were threatening.German

sea communications.

59) The Luftwaffe's view of the situation at the

end of August was not unfavourable, in spite of the

effect of bad weather on their operations. The Luftwaffe

regarded the result of their attacks on the English

ground organisation and aircraft industry as considerable

and were convinced that the R.A.P. had already been

severely damaged. The enemy's losses since the 8th

August were estimated as 1,115 aircraft as opposed to

German losses of 467 aircraft.- Given good weather, the

Luftwaffe hoped to increase their successes considerably

in SeAccTher, and expected doci ive results.

In the meantime there had been several British

bomlAer attacks on Berlin and this hastened the plan for

reprisal attacks on London.

At the beginning of September fine weather set

in, and it was used for day and night attacks, principally

on the aerodrome installations round London. The P.A.F.

fighter defence was weaker than in the previous week. On



the nit of the (-;th 20:pombor the first of the stronger

attacks, by 66 aircraft took .)L:.ce over London, followed

en the 7th September by the first major attack with about

, 300 aircraft.

Violent ',acticnswith enemy fighter forces lea

to major air battles over London, which revealed the

renewed strength of the British fighter defence.

This forced us to give equal priority to both the bomber

attacks and the systematic engagement of the enemy's

fighter defence. Within the Luftwaffe the atmosphere

was still elated and confident, through over-estimation of

the results achieved, and this exaggerated idea was fed

b7 intelligence received from neutral countries. British

attacks increased on the Channel ports, where the invasion

preparations were observed. The German air defence_

was not strong enough to prevent roconnaissanco. ConsiderAblr,

losses were sustained by the Germans. In Ostend three

motor torpedo boats were put out of action by bombs, and

on the 13th September an air attack resulted in the sinking

of eighty . barges . . In addition, the naval measures,

mine-sweeping operations and the assembly of the trnsnort

fleets at the embarkation ports were repeatedly interrupted

by the R..k.F. In spite of continuous casualties in

shipping space, the Navy was able to report after every

loss that it could be made good by drawing on the reserves

which have been held in . readiness, and that the invasion

preparations were not affected.

60)	 Meanwhile time was pressing for a decision.

In order to keep to D.Day (21st September), the preliminary
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order would have to be issued on the 11th September.

The following is a summary Of the Naval

Staff's appreciation dated 10th September:

Unsettled, weather, quite abnormal for the

time of year, was considerably affecting . the movement

of transports and the mine clearance operations for

SEiiLION. "There is no sign of the defeat of the

enemy's air force over Southern England and in the

Channel area; and this is vital to a further appreciation

of the situation. The preliminary 'attacks by the

Luftwaffe have indeed achieved a noticeable Weakening

of the enemy's fighter defence, so that considerable

German fighter superiority can be assumed over the

English area. However, as shown by the experience of

the last few days, the bombers and mine-laying squadrons

of the 2.A.10 . are still . fully operational, and it must

be admitted that the operations of these British squadrons

have undoubtedly been successful, though serious inter-

ference with or Tp revention of German tranSport movements

has not resulted so far." In spite of interruptions and

delays the Naval Staff thought it could still guarantee

the copletion of :re-)arations as planned, with the

earliest D.Day as 21st September. But should further

difficulties and interruptions occur through weather or

through enemzr action, this date would be endangered..

"We have not yet attained the operational conditions which

the Naval Staff stipulated to the Supreme Command as being

essential for the enterprise namely undisputed air supremtcy
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in the Channel aiiea and the.. elimination of the enemy's

air activity in the assembly area of the German naval

forces, ancillary craft and shipping."

	

• 61)	 It seems appropriate at this Stage to say a

few words on the attitude adopted by the Commander-in-

Chief of the Luftwaffe towards the SEALION operation.

From the beginning ReichsMarschall Goering never took

much interest in SEALION. He hoped that the air war

alone, as conducted by him, would make England ready for

peace, and he probably never believed that it would come

to an invasion operation. In fact, the Luftwaffe did

not predominantly devote its operations to the cause of

the planned invasion, but gave priority to the "absolute"

air war. Thus the Luftwaffe went its own way, out of

step with the invasion plans.

	

62)	 The attitude of the Naval Staff towards the

objectives pursued by the Luftwaffe is Shown by two

successive entries in the war diary, which, being

characteristic, comiland attention.

The entry on the 10th September reads:

"It would be in conformity with the ,ti,de-table

preparations for operation SEALION if the Luftwaffe

now concentrated less on London and' more on Portsmouth

and Dover, as well as on the naval forces in an near

the operational area, in order to eliminate the

potential threats of the enemy. But the Naval Staff

does not consider this a suitable moment to approach

the Luftwaffe Or the FUhrer with such demands, since the

4.
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Fiihror thinks the major attack on London may be decisive,

and because a systematic and prolonged bombardment of

London may result in the enemy adopting an attitude which

will render SEALION superfluous. Hence the Naval Staff_

will not proceed with the demand."

This entry shows that even the Naval Staff

did not remain uninfluenced by the current exaggerated

hopes in high quarters, regarding the effect of the

intensified air war against England.

But when two days later an alarming report

was received from the Naval Group West of successful

attacks by the P.A.17 ,, the Naval Staff changed its view.

The report stated that interruptions caused by the enemy's

air force, long range artillery, and light naval forces

had for the first time assumed major significance.

Anchorages at Ostend, Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne could

not be used as night anchorages for transports. Due to

these restrictions further delays were anticipated. Losses

or damage to transport vessels were not inconsiderable,

though for the present they could be made good from

reserves.

This report prompted the Naval Staff to enter

the following in the war diary: "This report from the

Naval Group West again shows that up to the present.

German air open'tions have in no way contributed to the

relief of the situation Ps re77rds naval measures and

_Dronaratinns for SEALION. The air war is being conducted

"as an absolute air war", without regard to the present
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requirements of the Naval War, and outside the framework

of operation Said,ION. In its present form the air war

cannot assist preparations for SKALION, which are

predominantly in the hands of the Navy. In particular,

one cannot discern any effort on the part of the Luftwaffe

to engage.. the units of the British Fleet, which are now

able to operate almost unmolested in the Channel, and

this will prove extremely dangerous to the transportation.

Thus the main safeguard against British Naval forces

would have to be the minefields, which, as repeatedly

explained to the Supreme Command, cannot be regarded.

as reliable .protection for shipping.

The fact remains that up to •new the intensified

air war has not contributed towards the landing operation;

hence for operational and military reasons the execution

of the landing cannot yet be considered."
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CHAPTER V

THE DAYS OF DECISION

63)	 There is no evidence in the records,

neither can it be assumed, that the foregoing review

led to a fresh request to the Supreme Command for a.

change in the operational objectives of the Luftwaffe.

For, on the following day (11th September) information

was received from the Supreme Command that the FLrer

had postponed the preliminary order for SEALION for

three days, i.e, to the 14th September. According

to the Naval Staff's notation the postponement "was

due to absence of the requisite conditions for carrying

out the operation (defeat of the enemy's air force,

elimination of enemy bases near the operational area,

weather conditions)," Thus the earliest D.Day became

the 24th September.

6L)	 On the 13th September the F .Uhrer, in a very

hopeful appreciation of the effecto of the German

air offensive, stated that under the circumstances

he had no thought of running the risk of SEALION. He

was in agreement with the Commander-in-Chief of the Army

that the operation could only be sponsored if the Britia-

defence had first been strongly subdued by the Luftwaffe.

In the meantime the Commanden-in-Chief of the Army, Field-

Marshal v. Brauchitsch 2 had reached the norclusion, having

regard to the compromise solution of the width of front
i4

ordered by the Parer, that the operation would promise

7.7
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nuccess only if the enemy ilrla	 rcacly, been severely

'Athout any doubt the situation as it presented

itself in the middle of September made the risk seem

very great, involving actual p ossibility of failure.

65)	 There was no change in the appreciation of the

Naval Staff regarding the preliminary decision whioh

was due on the 114th September. The ComTlander-in-Chief

of the Navy's personal comments on the situation on the

1Lith September were as follows:

a) The present air situation does not
,provide conditions for carrying
out the operation, as the risk
is still too great.

b) If the SEALION operation fails, this
will mean great gain in prestigo
for the British; the powerful effect
of our attacks will thus be annulled.

c) Air attacks on England, particularly
on London, must continue without
interruption. If the weather is
favourable an intensification of
the attacks is to be aimed at,
without regard to SEALION. The
attacks may have a decisive outcome.

d) SEALION, however, must not yet be
cancelled, as the anxiety of the
British must be kept up ; if
cancellation became known to the
outside world, this would be a
great relief to the British.

On the same day there was a meeting between the

Fuhrer, the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy and the

Heads of the other two Services. The Farer considered

it wrong to cancel SEALION so soon. The attacks by
4

the Luftwaffe had already had considerable effect,,

though not as great as could be expected in good
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weather. But the effect had not been sufficient

to -)roducc the air situation necessary for SEALION.

Should the burden of the landing be added to continued

air attacks, the total effect would be very considerable,

for it was not one attack that was decisive, but the

overall result. If SEALION were now abandoned, there

would be relief amon the British people, and the

Luftwaffe-' s successes would be more easily bprne by

themI

The Commander-in-Chief of the Navy repeated

his steadfast opinion that SEALION was the "ultima

ratio", whose risk was very great. He recommended

the intensification of air attacks, particularly on

London, as these might win the .war. He suggested

awaiting the October dates for-SEALION. A discussion

tool place on a question raised by the Luftwaffe

whether the attacks on London:, Which up to now had

by order been concentrated on important war plants,

should in future be extended to other -.:Parts of the

city with the object of incroasin5 the moral effect.

The FUhrer turned this down as he wished to keep

systematic attacks on residential quarters as a last

resort and as a re-orisal for British terror attacks.

66)	 After the discussion the Fuhrer decided on

1.p ost ,p one:1ent of the -.p reliminary date to the 17th Seittom

(D.Day 27th September).

In the Directive which was then issued by the

Su-:)ree Command it was again stated that air attacks on
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m were to be continued ..7,ve a wider taret

area Ath concentration n t:•.r ets of importance

to the 7ar effort or vital to the city, including

railway stations. "Terror attacks against purely

residential areas are reserved for use as an ultimate

means of pressure, and are therefore not to be employed

at -2resent."

67)	 On the night of 15th September British

Bomber attacks on the coast from Boulogne to Antwerp

caused considerable casualties to shipping in Antwerp.

The main target of German air attacks continued to be

London, and in addition, Southampton and Portland.

Strong fighter and anti-aircraft defence resulted

in high German losses.

On the following day the IT.^,v1 Staff noted:

"The eney's continuous fighter defence

off the coast, his concentration of bombers on the

SEALION embarkation ports, and his coastal reconnaissance

activity indicate that he is now expecting an immediate

landing. In the English south coast area many more

Patrol vessels were identified than on the previous

day. On the night of 16th . September strong enemy

air attacks on the whole coastal area between 4 Le Havre

and Antwerp caused further shipping casualties."

The general impression was that the enemy's

air force was by no means beaten, but on the contrary

was showing increasing activity. Moreover, the

continued bad weather had further delayed the preparation



,7,nd the nin,eswceing o:)cration.s. The we7tber

)rof-: )ects offered no ha p ° Of 0 long y)eriod of rnti-cyclone.

68)	 Under these circumstances the FLrer decided on the

17th Se- ytembor to ..-p ostnone SE..:J.JION indefinitely.

The situation regarding the enemy in the
operational area was slimmed up by the Naval Staff on

the lflth September as follows:

i) The preparations for a landing on the

Channel coast are extensively known to

the enemy, who is increasingly taking

counter measures. Symptoms are, for

example, operational use of his aircraft

for attacks and reconnaissance over the

German operational harbours, frequent

appearance of destroyers off the south

coast of England, in the Straits of Dover,

and on the Prnnco-Belgian coast, stationing

of his patrol vessels off the north coast

of France, Churchill's last speech, etc.

ii) The main units of the Home Fleet are

being held in readiness to repel the

landing, though the majority of the units

are still in western bases.

iii) Already a large number of destroyers_

over 30) has been located by 'air

reconnaissance in the southern and south-

eastern harbours.
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iv)	 10.1 ;:.\milr,ble infer -tion indicates tht

the enemy's naval forces are solely

occuned with-this theatre of operations.

As desired by the Fuhrer, the decision of the

17th Setembor was not to mean a final renouncement.

He still ke)t oen the Possibility of a landin in

October, but approved the request of the Naval Staff

to disperse the shipping to Prevent further losses,

and to stop further assembly of the transport fleet,

but this was to be done inconspicuously, so that the

slowing up of the preparations should not be rece nlsable

to the enemy. The High Commands of the Navy and Army

then asked that the interval between the preliminary

and executive order should be increased to fifteen
H

days, but the Fuhrer was not yet able to make a

decision on this point.

69)	 The need for extending the transport area

had shown itself to be urgent. Of the total number

of vessels that had been prepared for the operation

the following hrid been either lost or dll nlarr,ert through

enemy action by the 21st September:-

Of thc 163 tronsports(700,000 G.R.T) - 21
lost or damageu (= 12.5%).

Of the l69 - barges - 214 lost or
damaged (= 12.62;)

Of the _3'S tugs, - 5 lost or damaged
(= 1./a.

Thanks to the careful planning of the

NavR1	 f, theee lnAses 3culd actually 1-,()

from reserves, but any further losses could not have



teen dealt with in this way.

70)	 Although the Fuhrer emphasised on the 17th September

that the "indefinite postponement" ordered by him did

not signify a final renouncement, yet. the enlarging of

the area for assembly of transports started the ball

rolling towards cancellation.

At the end of September the Comander-in-Chief

of the Navy suggested to the Fhrer, in view of the

advanced time of year, that the 15th October should be

the latest date for deciding on either complete

abandonment, or postponement i. ntil the Spring of 19)41.

Following this proposal, the Army Iligh Command pointed

out that if the ten-day warning period were adhered to,

it would not be possible to carry out the diapersal

of the shipping sufficiently to reduce the air threat.

The FUhrer then decided ; on the 12th October, that until

the Spring of 1941 preparations for a landing were to

be maintained solely as a means of bringing political

and military pressure on England. In the event of a

fresh decision to land in the spring or early summer

of 1941, the requisite degree of readiness would be

ordered in good t3Tie.

"The military foundations for a later landing...1,,:-

arc to be improved in the interval

Measures for dispersing the assembly points

are to be so arranged that:

a) The impression is maintained in England
that we are preparing a landing over	 4

a wide area:

b) At the same time German industry is
relieved of the strain."
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On the 9th Janu7.ry 1941 the Fuhrer decided

tht rep.rn.tions for SEALION were to be stopped. in

every sphere exce-ot 'the development of special

eouinmeht and the decentioncf the enemy,.
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•	 CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

(Figures in brackets refer to paragraph numbers
in the p receding chapters.)

As can be seen in Chapter I, the possibility

of invading England was first considered by the Germans

in the late autumn of 1939. The problem was at that time

studied only within the German Naval Staff (1), and was

not put to the Fuhrer by the Commander-in-Chief of the

Navy until 51st May 19 )40 (2), at a time when the impending

collapse of French resistance foreshadowed a German

occupation of the Franco-Belgian channel coast. At this

first discussion and also at a second discussion on the

20th June, the Flirer rejected the idea. He regarded

the execution as impossible, The Commander-in-Chief of

the Army held the same opinion. It is important to

establish also that the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy,

when talking to the FUhrer, neither suggested nor

sponsored the invasion, since he too considered the

risks involved to be very large. His main purpose was

to raise the whole question with the Führer in good time,

so that the Navy should not be confronted by insoluble

tasks, should the Supreme Command precipitately issue a

sudden order to start extensive preparations. At a later

occasion - on the 11th July - the Commander-in-Chief of

the Navy told the Fiihrer that he regarded the invasion

only as a last resort, in order to make England ready to
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sue for De,--ce. He confidently hoped that -ingland's

resistance could be eliminated by interrupting her

sup?lies prom overseas and by an intensified air

offensive, but without having to invade (6).

In the last days of June a surprising .change

of view occurred in the Fiihrer's headquarters. In a

Supreme Command Directive dated 2nd July, the three

Services were instructed to initiate preparations for

an ' invasion of England, the achievement of air supremacy

being stipulated as an indispensable condition for the

operation. It was added that for the time being it

was a case of theoretical preparation for a possible

eventuality (3).

The preliminary order of the 2nd July was

soon followed by a second Supreme Command Directive

dated 16th July, stating that the FUhrer had decided

on "preparations and eventual execution" of the landing,

which was to take place over a wide area, "approximately

between Ramsgate and west of the Isle of Wight."

Because of the advanced time of year, it was stipulated

that the preparations must be completed by the middle

of August (10).

In a discussion on the 17th July between

the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy and the Commander-

in-Chief of the Army, the latter considered t4r4t,

as October would be characterised by fog, the latest

possible date for the operation would have to be the

middle of September, and that he would require one
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alonth to complete it. The Army High Command, contrary

to its previous attitude, now appeared to regard the

undertaking as relatively easy, and thence the Commander-

in-Chief of the Navy felt it necessary to draw the

attention of the Conander-in-Chief of the Army to the

great risks that were associated with the undertaking

and to the Possibility of losing the whole of the

operational armies involved (12 and 22).

On the 19th July the Naval Staff produced

a detailed appreciation, which contained the conclusion

that the execution of the invasion "presented varied

and exce-ytional difficulties, whose assessment required

a detailed study of the transport problem" (13 	 19).

The 'attitude of the Fiihror at this time

towards the planned operation was expressed at a

discussion on the 21st July with the Heads of the three

Services (20). He emphasised that the main difficulties

lay in the field of supplies. 40 divisions would be

needed. In view of the weather conditions the operation

would have to be com pleted by the 15th September. If

the preparations could not be completed by the beginning

of September, other plans would have to be considered.

Already on the next day (22nd July) the Naval
.417

Staff reported to the Fdhrer that the preparations could

not possibly be completed by the middle of August (23).

In the meantime the detailed requirements of

the Army had become available. They specified a minimum

of 13 divisions as essential for the crossing; these data
4
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:-.1lowed the ransport. problem to be worked. out (214),

and the nili. ory req ire:lents of the .Army High Command
to be apprec'ted (25 and 22). As a result the Naval

Staff realizd on 30th July that, because of the variety

and extent of the necessary naval preparations the

operation could not possibly begin before the 15th

September; that is, at a date when, according to the

FUhrer's view, it should already have been completed (26).

In a memorandum of the same date the Naval Staff

concluded that it would not be advisable to carry out

the operation in the current year, but that preparations

should continue in case the "unrestricted air war in

conjunction with the Navrl measures had not yet resulted

in making the enemy ready to negotiate." (27).

It was in this sense that the Commander-in-Chief

of the Navy reported to the Fdhrer on the 31st July,

and specifically rejected the demand of the Army High

Command for a crossing on a wide front. Ho considered

that the crossing could only be successful if the

operation were limited to "a narrow sector in the

area of the Dover Straits." The Fuhrer fully appreciated

the difficulties enumerated by the Commander-in-Chief

of the Navy, and approved the 15th September as the

earliest D.Day. He reserved a decision as to whether

to launch the o-oeration, he would first have to await

the results of the projected intensified air war. (28-29)

The question of the width of the invasion front,

first raised at this meeting with the Flirer, played'
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a docisivc	 rt inubsequent operatinal -=)rc-pan-tii-)ns,

ad irlvolved the rav..1 Stff J:nd the General Staff in

serious differences of opinion. The General Staff

regarded a landing on a broad front (Ramsgate - Lyme

Day) as an essential condition for operational success

on British territory; the Naval Staff could only

guarantee the safe crossing of the Channel if it were -

confined to a narrow area in the Straits ( Beachy Head -

Deal). A discussion between the two Chiefs of Staff on

the 7th .September produced no agreement. It is true that

on this occasion the Chief of the General Staff, waiving

his grave scruples, gave up the Lyme Bay project, but

demanded at least the landing of powerful Army forces

in the Brighton area. The Naval Staff thought that this

proposal also would have to be refused. (32) 4 . Although

each side recognised the view of the other as justified,

both considered any deviation from their resDective s well-

founded -ooints of view as inadmissable.

Indeed, in further negotiations, at which the

Naval Staff, acting on a mediation proposal from the

Supreme Command, declared its readiness to go some way

towards rtecting the Army High Comand's request for a

landing at Brighton, no agreement could be reached, as he

Army High Command persisted in its wish to land "a whole

Army at Brighton (34-39). This discrepancy had therefore
to be finally cleared up by a decision of the FLrer on

the 27th August, which directed that the Arrru operations

.m[ust fit in with the facts in relation to the available
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shipping_ apace-and security of the crossing and of the

disembarkation" (40).

The FA.Ihrer's decision,Which cleared up the

'width of front' controversy, made it possible to proceed

with the selection of landing places. This was governed

by the characteristics of the coast and the operational

possibilities presented to the Army Command in the

Coastal sector, once the landing had taken place.

Four landing sectors were established: "B" - west

of Folkestone to Dungeness: "C" - Dungeness to Cliffe End

- Bexhill to Boachy Head: "E" - Brighton to Solsey

Bill (141). In a. memorandum of the 10th August to the

Supreme Command, the General Staff gave its appreciation

of the enemy position, based on the conditions of terrain

and on intelligence received from England. From the

military point of view the most favourable conditions

were considered to exist on the left wing at Brighton,

where the terrain also favoured.. the employment of high

speed units. It was hoped that flming attacks could

be launched from this region. The uncral Staff indicated

its first operational objective as the attainment of

the lino Southampton - Mouth of the Thames (42).

In order to disperse the enemy's defence forces,

.
the Naval Staff planned a feint operation in the

northern part of the North Sea, to be carried out as

conspicuously as possible, to simulate a landing in

Scotland; and also, by means of operations by the

cruiser "Hipper" and the pocket battleship "Schodt"

in the Ic.cland-Faroas region and. in the North.. Atlantic,
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to draw off the enemy's naval forces to this

area (45.

0f the essential material Preparations

the greatest, and the most exacting in time, was

the requisitioning, adaptation and assembly of the

shiin: space needed for the Channel crossing.

By mid-July the , Naval Staff calculated the total

requirement as 155 transport steamers (700,000 G.R.T.),

1722 barges, 471 . sea-going tugs and 1161 motor boats (146).

It is confirmed that despite the particularly unfavourable

weather in mid-summer 19140, and in spite of inter-

ruTytions and losses through enemy action, the Naval

Staff succeeded in assembling the entire fleet of

transports, fully ready for use, by the middle of

September (47, 48). Performance of the necessary

mine-sweeping operations in the Channel area was

most unfavourably affected by the weather conditions

and :110 by enemy activity. Under these circumstances

the Naval Staff doubted whether it would be possible

to obtain a precise picture of the mine situation in

the immediate vicinity of the enemy coast (149).

Th,, location of the tactical minefields in

the crossing area, for protection of the flanks, was

decided, and the necessary -lininf 7,7, material was 7,ot

ready in 7ood time (50). As a further protection a

large. number of U-boats were allocated positions,

from which they wore to proceed against enemy naval

forces (51).
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Advance units and naval landing parties were

fori:led for the first landing; the question as to who

was to -ive the orders,' always difficult in combined

oJerations, was settled by vestin7 the comand in the

Naval CoMmandar for the period of the crossing up to the

moont of landing the troops (52).

The construction of heavy coastal batteries on

the French Channel coast proceeded rapidly, and was

completed by the middle of September (53),

From the beginning the leading authorities of

thc Supreme Co:Imand wore unanimous that the principal

condition for a successful crossing was the prior

achievement of air suprenacy in the area concerned.

At his very first talk with the FUhrer - on the 25th

Hay - the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy had given

this as an indispensable condition (54).

Thus it might have been expected that the Luftwaffe,

when starting its intensified air war in the middle

of August, would cr, p erate fully and cc :Ipletely in the

service of 3I3LI07..T; that is, would direct its attacks

exclusively or at least princi-oally against those targets

whose cli , :lination would help Dreiare for the :min operation.

This, however, was by no means the case (55-59). From

the very start the Commander-in-Chief of the Luftwaffe

displayed no marked interest in the enterprise; he

pursued other aims. He confidently hoped that an

energetiC air offensive alone would cause the enemy

to sue for Dece (61)	 At this time the effect of ttle

air attacks was generally over-estimated in Germany,
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and the Naval staff, including the Commander-in-Chief

of the NLvy, allowed themselves to be influenced for

the ti:no being by these exaEerated hopes. The

interruptions and losses already caused by the enemy's

air activity during the preparatory period led the

Naval Staff rightly to appreciate thcA the Luftwaffc's

objectives were not fitting in with SEALION, and to

make remonstranCes to the Supreme Command; yet there

was essentially a lack of drive in petitioning the

.kihrer to change the situation (62)._ The Luftwaffe

vms now discovering that • the enemy's resistancc to

their own activity wr.s stronger and tougher, and was .

causin ,c;reator German losses than anticipated.

Nevertheless the morale in the Luftwaffe remained

confident (59). And yet, when in mid-Oe- .)tember the

time had ccvne for a decision whether to proceed with

SE.,z.LION, the requisite degree of air supremacy had not

been attained, nor - if the facts were faced - were

there :11,y sure indications that the "absolute" air war

would achieve its objects within measurable time (60).

D.Day, which had originally been fixed for the

l cr)th September, was in the :noontime postponed to 21st

scptembcr at the request of the Nav:1 Staff, as the

enemy's counter-activity and the unfavourable weather

had caused some delays in carryin out the p rearations (57).

Pith the 21st September as D.Day, the preliminary order for

the open-tion had to be issued on the 11th September,

since ten days were needed for the finr.1 -ore'oratory

measures, such as the lain Of tactical minefields and
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t h c-j-sTD:o'tiono_sf U-boats

On the 11th September the F\Ynrer decided

to postpone the preliinory order for three da2 . :s, to

tho 1Lth 3optember, "having regard to the fact that

the essential conditions for carrying out the o:.)cration

do not yet exist", especially "the defeat of the enemy's

air force" (63). At the discussion on the 14th September

between the Fuhrer and the Chiefs of the three Services,

the Cog=ndor-in-Chief of the 1Tavu recommended increased

air attacks, particularly on London, as "these attacks

could be decisive for the outcoe of the war". He

suggested waiting until the October dates for SKALI07.(65).

After the discussion the Fihror ordered the postponement

of the preliinc'.ry order until the 17th September (61).

By this date the situation had_ not changed, and he then

decided to postpone SEALION "indefinitely". (68).

Thus in effect , a negative decision was reached

This was followed on the 12th October by the FUhrer's

Directive to maintain preparations until the Spring

"purely as a :scans of political and military pressure

on the English", and then - on the 9th January 1941, -

bythe	 order	 to	 discontinue

sr earationo	 for	 E	 L	 0 IT (70) . •
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CONCLULd0'23

In the cp urse of a conversotjco at table

at the P'Shrer's eadquarters in 19143 the latter stated

that he much re retted-"having allowed himself to be

tallLed out of &_;:..LION by the Navy in the Autumn of

19)40". This staccato phrase was by no means warranted

by the faots, c:nd yet it contained a measure of-truth.

As the Naval Staff in its preliminary operational work

and in the course of the prenarc.tions, :robed deeper

into the --)roble, so ) 1, o,7;ressively confidence and faith

in success receded. In all spheres of war-leadership

the Co..imander-in-Chief preserved independence of judgment

in relation to his Staff, and he certainly did not in

every case follow the opinion of his collaborators; but

he arced with the appreciations and the intentions of

the Naval Staff in all matters relating to the planning

and execution of SEALION. It can also be seen from the

archives that during the preparation of this operation he

1,,:e p t the Ftihrer informed of details concerning the views

and requirements of the rival Ste.fr, as set down in

:leYnoranda and proposals to the Supremo Command. Indeed,

this was entirely necessary, as the Fuhrer, having regard

to his own background, was unfrmiliar with the peculiarities

of this amphibious undertakin7; and it was all the more

necossar;T, since Grand-Admiral Raeder, in his capacity as

Commander-in-Chief of the Navy, bore the general responsiility

for success. In a conversation that the author had in 1944

with the Grand-Admiral, the latter . assumed crb(Titin patjculn.r
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for b..-.ving cnlirchtened the Fahrer - who originally

regarded the crossing of the channel as a mere

'extended river crossing" - as to the true character

of the operation. In view of the great risks, it goes

without saying that, when discussing the question With

the Fthrer, the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy most

strongly emphasized the difficulties that would have

to be overcome. From this the.lthrer will have

concluded that the Naval Staff was basically antagonistic

to the undertaking, although the Grand Admiral did

adopt a positive attidue, as 1:mg as certain conditions'

could be fulfilled.

This explains the Fhrer's subsequent but

unjustified impression that it was the Navy who

had talked him out of SEALION.

Those who tend to drew the conclusion that

the o-oeration was abandoned because of the German

Air Force's failure to achieve effective air suprew.cy

come nearer to historical truth, but oven this does

not fully meet the case. The real cause lay deeper.

Among the prerequisites for the operation, one remained

unspoken, though it could be read between the lines in

all the discussions, and that was: Command of the Sea,

for lack of whiCh Nu.polcon's invasion plans caalti to

nothing in 1805; neither could this condition be

created in 1940, having: regard to the existing rcltive

streng,ths. It wne believed that the. lack of sea

power could be replaced by air power, or, put in 1
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1:-Lother wa r , tlIrt our own air power ,:tould be .ble to

eliin7te the enc:ay's sea power. For this operation

that was impossible. In fact even if, 'helped by luck,

the Invasion Army had been landed intact and without

excessive losses, the main difficulty would only then

have begun, namely, the uninterrupted supplYing of the

invasion army in the face of rn opnonent who on his own

territory A.List have become stronger from day to dny.

In the face of an all-powerful sea opponent - resolute

and -_)repared for great sacrifices - it could not be

assu: qed that the Luftwaffe alone - largely dependent

on the weather - would succeed in permanently preventing

the enemy's naval forces from'disorganising supplies.

When the time arrived for making a final decision,

not one of the responsible authorities was ready to speak

decisively against the operation, although all recognised

the inherently serious objections; but all were privately

relieved when the failure of air supremacy afforded a good

reason for outwardly justifying the abandonment of the

operation. The cancellation was materially facilitated

by the fact that the Supremo Command at that time regarded

the general military situation as particularly favourable.

Just then hopes were at their height of winning

the war through the combined effect of attacks on shipping

and air attacks on industry.

Hence thr:ro • r;eomod no nc;ccosit7 to orlbarl on this

oxtrcic rlocuro involving ouch r rrcc.t ricks, since

filuro wiJuld . racr.n a serious disaster fort us, while greatly
-

incrar-sin7 tho,onooy'o prestige in the eyes_of the world

+ + 4- + + +	 + +	 + +



(Number of Boats in each Flotilla)
a	 Destroyer Flotilla 	  5
b	 Torpedo Boat Flotilla 	 5

Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla 	 10 to 11
d Minesweeper Flotilla 	 8 4

c Motor.Minesweeper Flotilla 8
f Anti-Submarine Flotilla 	 8 to 10
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APPENDIX

Organisation of German Naval Forces Intended
for Operation "SEALION" 

(.excluding U-boats)

Naval Group Commander West

Naval Commander West

Subordinate to him:

ly S.O. Destroyers
Two Destroyer . Flotillas (Nos. 5 and 6).

2) S.O. Torpedo Boats 
Four Torpedo Boat Flotillas (Nos. 1,2,5, and 6)
Four Motor Torpedo Boat Flotillas (Nos. 12,3,

and 4).

3) S.O. Minesweepers 
Thirteen Minesweeping Flotillas

(Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 14, 15, 16,18,
32, 34, 38, 40).

Five Motor Minesweeping Flotillas (Nos117	 ,1d1:3

Fourteen Minelayers.
Several Groups of "Sperrbrecher" (Vessels fitted

with megnetic minesweeping
equipment and mine clearance
vessels for forcing barrages).

4) S.O. Patrol Flotillas 
Nine Patrol Flotillas (Nos. 2,3,4,7 13,15,17,

18, 20 .
One Anti-Submarine Flotilla (No. 12

Note: The organisation as given above was in force
at 24.8.41.	 •

The numerical strength of the above-mentioned
Flotillas cannot be precisely stated; 1,,
fluctuated with losses and temporary dcl age
inourred.	 The average strength can be given
as follows:-
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